
Middle Eastern Society Event – notes
3rd March 2009, 17:00 – 19:30, Goldsmiths University of London

Mira Vogel's notes, typed straight in, with some omissions. May be a video recording available later 
– try the Middle Eastern Society page at 
http://www.goldsmithsstudents.com/pages/societies/middle_eastern_society.html

The Goldsmiths Middle-Eastern Society, Jewish Society and the Palestine & Israel Peace 
Society, for the first time have come together to give students a chance to voice their say on 
the Gaza & Israel issue!

There will be a panel of four acedemic speakers to lead the debate (two representing each 
'side').
Ghada Karmi & John Rose
Eric Lee & (to be confirmed)

Ghada Karmi is a Palestinian doctor of medicine, author and academic. She writes  
frequently on Palestinian issues in newspapers and magazines, including The Guardian, The 
Nation and Journal of Palestine Studies. She is a fellow and lecturer at the Institute of Arab 
& Islamic studies at Exeter University. She has been writing in favour of the one-state 
solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict since 1990.

John Rose is a British Trotskyist politician and a leading member of the Socialist Workers 
Party. He is of Jewish descent. He is best known as a speaker on Israel and Palestine and as 
a critic of Zionism. He teaches sociology at Southwark College and London Metropolitan 
University.

Eric Lee is a American-born trade unionist, writer, and web site developer. He is the 
founding editor of LabourStart, an online news service for the trade union movemement.  
Lee created and ran the website BibiWatch, dedicated to criticism of Israeli Prime Minister  
Binyamin Netanyahu.

The speakers will be asked several questions regarding the history of the issue as well as 
boycotting, the medias role and university occuptions.

At the end, there will be an additional half hour for more questions and comments from the 
audience.

Peace & Love
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/event.php?eid=21935244994

Around 100 people.

First panel question: brief history of A-I conflict.

EL

Read a book. This question is not an intelligent way to begin debate. 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/event.php?eid=21935244994


Myths. Too many myths. 

One myth is that Israel was created by British imperialism. In fact Israel rose in armed revolt 
against BI. 

Another is that Israel was created by American imperialism. Even more stupid. Until 67 US didn't 
arm Israel. Israel fought the war in 48 with mostly Czech weapons. French weapons in 67.

Jews not a nation – something else. Racist to say that Jews don't deserve self determination or that 
the Israelis are not a nation.

Why is there a conflict between Israelis and Palestinians? Arabs rejected Jews who returned to 
Palestine. 

Conflict will only end when each side recognises national rights of the other side.

GK

Time too short. Or perhaps it isn't. Because in fact, it is simple.

You always hear that the conflict is complicated. Actually it's very simple to understand it once you 
have the basic facts, which are a long time ago a political movement arose called political Zionism. 
The only way Zionism would solve the Jewish question was to set up a state with a majority. 
Decided to do that in my country. Could not have done it without the help of British or other 
imperialists. Deal-making, alliances in return for favours from British. Then came the Holocaust 
and the desire for “our own state where we can be safe”. My family had to pay the price for the 
Jewish state. Most people were expelled – I am one of them. Of course Palestinians were going to 
want to go back to their homeland. And if you're Israeli you're going to fight for what you took by 
force.

EL

Well, we have a fundamental disagreement – if you think it's that simple then you shouldn't be 
having this conversation. Hegel defines a tragedy as a conflict of two rights. I don't think the Israelis 
are the good guys and the Palestinians are the bad guys. It is inaccurate to say “They came to our 
homeland and they threw us out”.

JR
Oh yes it was imperial sponsorship. Look at Balfour.

A Jewish nation which displaces a Palestinian nation can never itself be free. 

Benny Morris documents '48 (JR doesn't mention that Morris' research shifted his position 
subsequently).

Second panel question: what are your views on the recent war and 
bombardment in Gaza?

GK
It was appalling, nothing more to be said. Criminal. Tragedy for people of Gaza who have suffered 
so much under Israel were punished yet again and so brutally. 14 hundred dead, one third children, 
300 wounded. Silent bombs. White phosphorus. We don't need to carry on describing the atrocities 



and the horror.

What is striking is the fact that Israel achieved nothing of what it said it wanted to achieve but 
wrought destruction for nothing. Actually Hamas is stronger. The tunnels thank god survived to 
allow these poor people to get some food and the necessities of life. Achieved 1) public opinion has 
changed 2) BDS getting bigger every day 3) student occupations – 28 in the UK - one of the most 
prominent was here 4) Israelis will be facing juries and courts of law because of war crimes. Senior 
Israeli officials fear arrest on leaving Israel. Israeli military man in Holland pelted with shoes so 
violently that he had to seek refuge. This is the way they express their feelings now. Israel never 
intended this. Evil destructions for absolutely nothing.

EL

Why it happened. Hamas fired thousands of rockets over 8 years. Hamas understood what these 
provocations would bring. Bears responsiblity

What happened. Israel undertook a limited and entirely legal exercise. Task destroy Israel's war 
making capacity. Hamas reckoned it won – but if that is what winning looks like... Hamas stands 
accused of 3 serious war crimes. Deliberately target civilians. Attempted destruction on member 
state of UN. Human shields.

Israelis warned civilians with thousands of phone calls. Throughout the fighting they permitted aid 
shipments. 

Israel may have broken rules of war – illegal to use white phosphorus in built-up areas. They are 
now investigating this.

How to prevent this happening again. Palestine needs unified government. Government which 
recognises Israel. I'd like to thank Hamas [irony marker] for once again for making Netanyahu 
leader of Israel. 

JR

Jonathan Freedland, Jewish defender of Israel, has talked about the devastation. Eric you're living in 
a bubble. Hamas is the democractic gov. Amnesty International, which we all respect, condemned 
the US-armed invasion. 

EL

Even if I was the only person in the room who believed something, if I was right it wouldn't matter. 
You should know this – you're in a very unpopular political party.

First round of floor questions 

Q: Speaking as an atheist – against our [Goldsmiths] Palestine Twinning Campaign. Our union 
policy should be one of peace not one which divides us. The fact that we have two sides here which 
are very entrenched with their views is not positive. The solution lies in bringing Israelis and 
Palestinians together.

Q: What do you think about illegal settlements in the West Bank? Continued illegal settlements 
going on.

Q: (back at first questioner) A bit idealistic to say that we have to bring people together after what 



happened in P. Somebody must be wrong - somebody must be blamed for the 300 children. 
Ultimately it was unequal. We have to stand for the oppressed. During the apartheid students stood 
shoulder to shoulder with the oppressed. It's blatantly obvious that Palestinians are oppressed here 
not Israelis. 

Q: What is the history of the Jewish connection to Palestine?

GK

I'd like to see nothing more than bringing people together – I believe my homeland should be a 
shared land between Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs. I go that far. Unfortunately we have to face 
facts. The pro-Israeli position is to constantly rubbish the facts. I felt extremely depressed listening 
to Eric. I'm so depressed that the agony of Gaza, this appalling tragedy could be spoken about as if 
they were controversial. We have to face the fact that the side who took my country will rubbish 
facts, tell blanket lies and turn reality on its head. Gaza does divert from Israel's occupation of the 
WB. People like Eric need to look at the facts not prejudice or emotion.

EL

I fought from 17 years against the illegal settlements – there can be no peace while they exist.

Everyone can see the tragedy of the Palestinian people – we can argue about the causes, though. 
Jewish people have been dispersed and suffered antisemitism all over the world. Why Palestine? 
Come on, you know the answer. In the 1860s there was a Jewish majority in Jerusalem. Religion, 
culture, ceremonies spoke about Jerusalem.

Never a partition plan that Arab agrees on – all Arab powers rejected it because they thought they 
could get rid of the Jews. It's not exactly like Jews were welcome after the Holocaust. 

The Arabs and Jews have to agree to share the land – the Jews are not going anywhere. 

GK

Oh no. I do not believe in the partition of my country. Or that the lions share should go to the 
invaders and occupiers. 

What I am making is an extremely generous offer which is that you can stay alongside us.

[GK made an early exit a little later.]

JR

Judaism, Christianity, Islam side by side – can't have one dominating the other. The case of Israel 
should be self evident. When it comes to sharing. Right of return single most important prop of 
Israel. Born out of “our oppression” there came around the time of the French revolution some 
sense of liberation for Jews. They were a minority talking about living alongside the majority with 
equal rights. That's possible now.

Second round of floor questions

Q: Israel kept all foreign journalists out. 

Q: Does the panel not think that the way forward – to eliminate Hamas – would be through the 



moderates?

Q: (back on the subject of the Twinning Campaign) This isn't the time to talk about unity and 
progress. This is a debate to advance justice. The campaign is about providing justice. 

Q: Under what legality can an occupier demand two separate states. I can't go into someone's house 
and say you take the upstairs and I'll take the downstairs.

EL

Journalists was Israel own goal. Israel wasn't trying to eliminate Hamas. Its goal was to take out 
military capacity. Occupation is a difficult word - some people date the occupation from 48. 

The idea of two state solution dates from 1930. Ghada's idea sounds naive and wonderful. You have 
been persecuted for hundreds of years but you can't have your own state. You can come and live in 
our state. You'll be outnumbered 4 to 1 but don't worry because Hamas has agreed to a long term 
truce. 

She thinks we should all live together  - criminal Zionist murders and Hamas terrorists and just trust 
everybody be to nice. A Hamas-dominated state isn't a very safe bet for this. 

JR 

So much nonsense talked about Hamas and the Islamic movement generally. The Islamic movement 
became the resistance movement to imperialism. Took upon itself the political task in the 20th 

century. Hamas have women members of parliament. Some of them call themselves feminists. Oh 
yes – a lot of people don't think that could happen. Islam was never anti-Jewish but what they did 
become is understandably anti-Zionism.

Marxists are supposed to identify imperialist movements and intervene.

1993-2000 - despite Oslo, Israel doubled settlements. Then 2nd Intifada started.

How would a one state solution come about? The apartheid situation was resolved on one person 
one vote. Afrikaaners – most stayed. Don't see why that shouldn't apply. Younger West Bank 
officials in Fatah are starting to support Hamas now. [no chance to ask for his sources for these 
surprising statements]

Threatens an intifada of the region which challenges the regimes of the surrounding countries – we 
do need a proper solution.

Third panel question: do you think that boycotts are effective?

You've done it. Occupations are fantastically important. Ideological conflict in Europe is deepened 
by what happened in Gaza. The conversations in the canteen, or before lectures were the most 
important of all. You see the shift in favour of Palestine. What's really exciting for me is the way 
that students on campus... Fantastically important development in students on campus. [didn't say 
much about boycott at all – SWP line is not in favour currently].

EL

I reject the question of whether they are effective.



You must not be one sided and ill-informed  - of course you don't know if you're one-sided and ill-
informed. You have to understand your opponent's audience.

If your goal is peace you try to identify the organisations who promote peace. If you think that's a 
good idea you won't be promoting Hamas. If you support Hamas then you're doing nothing to 
promote peace in the Middle East – in fact you're rolling it back.

Q: What should be the role the International community has?

JR We face the Islamic resistance movement. Two versions. The Jihadi version of Islam. This has 
caused a huge amount of racism – Islamophobia whipped up which prevents a proper discussion 
about how to deal with Islamic resistance movements. Turkey struggling to get together democratic 
norms. Struggle between different versions of Islam. There are thousands of Islamic socialists. No 
way that Hamas are going to be drawn into a negotiating process. They're saying we want to learn 
to do this ourselves. And we in the international community need to be a lot more relaxed about 
that.

There is a sort of model – I don't want to exaggerate because I don't know for sure [?]. Iran looked 
like a socialist revolution. But the left was too weak and the Islamists became the force. Two 
important fragments in Iran reformist wing Khatami and conservative wing. Khatami may win. 
Then there's Turkey – they're working it out. So Islamists aren't bad.

EL Surprised that RJ to examples and Iran and Turkey to demonstrate that Islamism isn't so bad.

How can JR identify as a Marxist and ignore the struggle of the working class while espousing one 
or other wing of the regime? The workers of 1979 were betrayed. Every Iranian agrees. Suddenly 
Iran is so complicated but Israel was so simple? I support the struggle against theocratic rule. Of 
course Turkey is a model. Iran isn't a model

Q: How can you paint Hamas as a terrorist org anisation when IDF have killed so many more 
people? Hamas is a guerilla organisation.

Q: JR painted more moderate picture of Hamas – what about the protocols of the elders of Zion? 
Charter is an explicitly antisemitic document and socialists should say that.

EL

You determine terrorism by how many are killed? Kill-count doesn't decide who's a terrorist and 
who isn't. Hamas is a terrorist org for one reason – it's whole history is blowing up buses and pizza 
parlours. I grew up with it. 

JR 
I think the kill-count is a good way of looking at this. I understand why youngsters are desperate 
enough to turn their bodies into bombs. They're desperate and fundamentally oppressed. This is the 
key to understanding – you have the oppressor and the oppressed. Palestinians choose to use 
fundamentalist organisations to fight back. There's a formula – unconditional but critical support.

Protocols are a mistake. They once said they're going to get rid of it. However, the formulation of 
getting rid of the Jewish state isn't anti-semitic. Because a Jewish state oppresses another nation. 
Got to get rid of notion of mono-cultural religious domination. Don't have two people side by side. 
Suicide is not overwhelming force - F16 is overwhelming force.



2 more questions.

Q: Israelis killed women and children. You can control a person's body but not their mind.

Q: John is in favour of Hamas' war against Israel. Hamas in process of smashing up unions and 
building a one party state against teachers union. Will you condemn suicide bombings against 
innocent Israelis?

JR got out Darwish and read from a poem about a suicide bomber saying that blowing up his body 
is all he has to fight with. 

Closing statements. 

End.
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